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Important points to read before you start a 4WD tag along 
tour or self-drive tour 

 All 4WD tag along and self-drive participants must be licensed and use a road 

registered 4WD. 

 All vehicle must be mechanically sound  

 All vehicles must have a UHF radio to check in with the homestead at pre-designated 

times otherwise failure to make contact will enact an emergency response  

 All vehicles must have on board sufficient food and drinking water matched to the 

activity chosen 

 Have rubbish bags on-board to take rubbish back to a suitable disposal point at the 

homestead 

 Stay on established tracks and do not create new tracks unnecessarily 

 Drive to suite the conditions and to protect the track, the environment and your 

vehicle 

 Cross creeks at established crossings and be cautious of the depth and speed of 

water 

 Do not use trees as anchor points as the vegetation in the Barrier Ranges is not 

suitable to take the strain of heavy vehicles.  Use an alternative. 

 Use existing toilets where possible 

 Bury all human waste at least 15 cm under the ground and at least 100m away from 

the track and campsites 

 Take all cigarette butts, food scraps and sanitary items back to the homestead for 

disposable at a suitable site 

 Do not remove or move historical or indigenous artefacts 

 Leave rocks, plants and other natural objects as you find them 

 Observe wildlife, sheep, cattle and goats from the distance; do not follow them or 

approach them especially when they are drinking from a trough, dam, creek bed or 

tank. 

 Avoid touching nests or young animals as their parents will abandon them 

 Slow down and let wildlife move off tracks 

 Leave your pets at home because they can injure our livestock and wild life 

 Please read and respect all signage 

 Leave gates as you found them 

 Do not enter neighbouring station  

 Give way to and respect walkers 

 No motorbikes, pets, chainsaws or guns allowed under any circumstances 


